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Abstract: The tracking and recognition of facial activities from 

images or videos have attracted great attention in computer vision 

field. The facial feature tracking and expression recognition 

represent the facial activities in three levels from local to global, 

and they are interdependent problems. However, most current 

methods only track or recognize the facial activities in one or two 

levels, and track them separately, either ignoring their interactions 

or limiting the interaction to one way. Generally, methods such as 

Multi feature Discriminant Analysis, dynamic Bayesian network; 

gradient orientation pyramid, etc. are used for feature extraction. 

The modified PCA algorithm called the Self-PCA is used for 

creating the Eigen Face for feature extraction for the recognition 

process. The Self-PCA can be used in order to consider 

distinctiveness of the effects of facial expressions of a person for 

face recognition. A facial expression is one or more motions or 

positions of the muscles beneath the skin of the face. These 

movements convey the emotional state of an individual to 

observers. Facial expressions are a form of nonverbal 

communication. Humans can adopt a facial expression voluntarily 

or involuntarily, and the neural mechanisms responsible for 

controlling the expression differ in each case. The universally 

accepted categories of emotion are: Sadness, Anger, Happiness, 

Fear, Disgust and Surprise. In previous days much work has been 

carried out for facial feature extraction and expression recognition 

using various techniques for improving the accuracy rate however 

the aim of proposed work is to achieve high level accuracy 

reducing the computational time. Instead of the work done yet 

there is needed to achieve huge level accuracy by reducing the 

computational time. The community of computer vision has 

attracted the attention of facial emotion recognition over the last 

decade A vast amount of work has been done and is in progress to 

make life easy for the disabled (e.g. blind, dumb) and aged people 

by the help of improving all aspects of interaction between 

computers and human beings. The recognition of face expression 

is an important way in interaction between human and computer. 

Mathematical model of facial expression has been done by 

extracting the features from face. Many researchers have been 

proposed to analyze facial expression.  

The facial feature tracking and expression recognition 

represent the facial activities in three levels from local to global, 

and they are interdependent problems. For example, facial feature 

tracking can be used in the feature extraction stage in expression 

recognition, and expression recognition results can provide a prior 

distribution for facial feature points. current methods only track 

or recognize the facial activities in one or two levels, and track 

them separately, either ignoring their interactions or limiting the 

interaction to one way. In addition, the estimates obtained by 

image-based. 
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1. Introduction 

The facial feature tracking, AU recognition and expression 

recognition represent the facial activities in three levels from 

local to global, and they are interdependent problems. For 

example, facial feature tracking can be used in the feature 

extraction stage in expression/AUs recognition, and 

expression/AUs recognition results can provide a prior 

distribution for facial feature points. However, most current 

methods only track or recognize the facial activities in one or 

two levels, and track them separately, either ignoring their 

interactions or limiting the interaction to one way. In addition, 

the estimates obtained by image-based methods in each level 

are always uncertain and ambiguous because of noise, 

occlusion and the imperfect nature of the vision algorithm. In 

this paper, in contrast to the mainstream approaches, we build a 

probabilistic model based on the Dynamic Bayesian Network 

(DBN) to capture the facial interactions at different levels. 

Hence, in the proposed model, the flow of information is two-

way, not only bottom-up, but also top-down. In particular, not 

only the facial feature tracking can contribute to the 

expression/AUs recognition, but also the expression/AU 

recognition helps to further improve the facial feature tracking 

performance. Given the proposed model, all three levels of 

facial activities are recovered simultaneously through a 

probabilistic inference by systematically combining the 

measurements from multiple sources at different levels of 

abstraction.  

2. Facial feature extraction techniques 

A. Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) 

In contrast to the mainstream approaches, a probabilistic 

model based on the Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) has 

been built to capture the facial interactions at different levels. 

Hence, the flow of information is two-way, not only bottom-up, 

but also top-down. In general, not only the facial feature 

tracking can contribute recognition, but the expression/AU 

recognition also to the expression/AUs helps to improve the 

facial feature tracking performance. All three levels of facial 
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activities are recovered simultaneously through a probabilistic 

inference by systematically combining the measurements from 

multiple sources at different levels of abstraction. The facial 

feature point measurements has been tracked through an active 

shape model (ASM) based approach [1], which first searches 

each point locally and then constrains the feature points based 

on the ASM model, so that the feature points can only deform 

in specific ways found in the training data. All the 26 facial 

feature point positions are manually labeled in each training 

image 

B. Crop faces and Interpolation 

The face is cropped to isolate such regions. The cropping 

process was done with respect to the nose region and cropping 

points were chosen along the nose tip vertical and horizontal 

axes [2]. This cropping process could include regions of the 

background, as shown in Figure 2(a), with the top left and top 

right corners representing intersection regions between face and 

background. 

 

 
    (a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 1.  a) Face before cropping. b) Face after cropping originally shown in 

[2] 

 

The Curvelet transform considers the intersection region as 

significant regions due to the high variance at edges (curves). 

To reduce the Curvelet sensitivity to these regions were 

interpolated face regions over extracted background regions.  

After the completion of cropping process, each cropped face 

was decomposed into four levels of scales using the Curvelet 

transform. Scale 1 captures the lowest frequency components 

with high variance while Scale 4 captures the highest frequency 

components with low variance. However, they do not strongly 

capture geometric features, due to the absence of angle 

decomposition. Scale 2 and scale 3 have 16 and 32 sub bands 

of Curvelet coefficients, respectively. Thus, the Curvelet 

transform was applied to cropped faces before extracting the 

features (coefficients) of each wanted region separately. 

 

 
(a)                                                              (b) 

 

Fig. 2.  a) Cropped face before interpolation. b) Cropped face after 

interpolation originally or actually shown in [2] 

 

3. Proposed work and objectives 

In contrast to the mainstream approaches, which usually only 

focus on one or two levels of facial activities, and track (or 

recognize) them separately, this paper introduces a unified 

probabilistic framework based on the dynamic Bayesian 

network to simultaneously and coherently represent the facial 

evolvement in different levels, their interactions and their 

observations. Advanced machine learning methods are 

introduced to learn the model based on both training data and 

subjective prior knowledge. Given the model and the 

measurements of facial motions, all three levels of facial 

activities are simultaneously recognized through a probabilistic 

inference. Extensive experiments are performed to illustrate the 

feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed model on all three 

level facial activities.  

4. Classification techniques 

A. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is one of the most widely used methods in image 

recognition and compression. PCA aims to obtain a set of 

mutually orthogonal bases that describe the global information 

of the data points in terms of variance. PCA has been 

successfully applied to discover the subspace of the face space, 

which is termed as eigen faces. 

Scatter maximization is the main drawback in PCA which is 

not only due to the between-class scatter that is useful for 

classification, but also to the within-class scatter. Maximization 

of within-class scatter includes unwanted information to the 

classification process [2]. Hence, PCA might be optimal in 

terms of dimensionality reduction; however, it may not be 

optimal in terms of discriminating images of one class from 

images of other classes.  

B. Grassmannian Manifold 

A Grassmannian manifold is a space of all d-dimensional 

linear subspaces. The existing clustering techniques on the 

Grassmannian manifold need to compute the distance as well as 

the mean of the points on the manifold [4], for every iteration 

of the clustering algorithm (e.g. K-means). Methods of 

computations of the mean and distance on the Grassmannian 

manifold can be broadly categorized as intrinsic and extrinsic 

C. Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis 

The technique of facial expression recognition in the 

encrypted domain based on LFDA. Basically, LFDA divides 

image samples in each class into multiple local classes in the 

higher dimensional image space [5]. It then projects images 

belonging to a local class closer to each other while keeping 

projected images of other local classes apart. However, FLDA 

and LFDA project samples of each class separately in the 

feature space as both of them are supervised feature extractors. 

Both PCA and FLDA smear the samples of both classes 

together while LFDA preserves the local structure by projecting 

them into separable region(s) in the feature space. 
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5. Conclusion 

After the investigation of different techniques for facial 

feature extraction for facial expression recognition, it has been 

concluded that though different techniques like crop faces and 

interpolation, Region of Interest, Pseudo Zernike Moments, 

FACE, discriminative features, video patches etc. used for 

facial feature extraction for expression recognition provide 

different level of accuracy but still there is a need to achieve 

high level of accuracy rate by reducing the computation time.  
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